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last in an attempt to assure peaceful Thanksgiving family gatherings. 

Many contributions are conditioned on maintaining confidentiality of source and would dry 

up in the absence of such assurances. 

In today's polarized and frequently poisonous political environment, judicially sanctioned 
anonymity is protection from social media activists of any ideological belief who are quick to 
pounce whenever they spy a public expression which differs from theirs. 

Activist groups and individuals are capable of carrying out brutal and sustained assaults on 

the perceived opposition through the use of every technological communications device 

available to them. 

Demands to boycott businesses, harass individuals and family members and unleash a 
torrent of abuse with no regard for truth have become common practice no matter political 
party affiliation or ideological beliefs. 

The term "cancel culture" has barged into the political vocabulary, leaving casualties in its 

wake while warning others that a similar fate awaits them. 

These are genuine fears on the part of those who understandably wish to avoid being 

subjected to unfounded accusations and criticisms of their policy or political views. 

Weighed against this, though, is Mayer's implicit warning of the difficulty in delineating 
between where ideology ends and where self-interest and corruption begin. 

Public disclosure would certainly go a long way toward establishing such a delineation along 

with a clear understanding on the part of the donor that a political backlash in all likelihood 

will ensure and will need to be endured. 

It's likely contributions will decline among all but the most well-heeled and generous and 

those who've added a few extra layers of skin as body armor. 

At some point, Murphy's hand will be forced as the understanding sinks in that merely 

turning aside questions or demands for disclosure is no longer tenable. 

As wrenching as it may be, flipping the light switch to "on" in the dark closet where the dark 

money is stacked may be the best option to settle once and for all that ideology triumphs 

over self-interest. 

Carl Golden is a senior contributing analyst with the William]. Hughes Center for Public 

Policy at Stockton University. 




